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PROJECT “AIDA – Adriatic Identity through Development of Arts” 

REFERENCE NUMBER: ITALME 493 

TENDER FOR SHORT LIST 

Results 

NEW UPDATE 

 
All Partner of Project AIDA, 

Considering that: 

- the inclusion in the ranking of candidates is in alphabetical order as there are no rankings of merit; 
- approved lists are open and can be updated according to project needs; 
- inclusion in the list, of a purely cognitive and non-binding nature, does not entail any right to obtain 

the professional assignment as with the notice in question there is no selective procedure, nor is the 
preparation of rankings of merit; 

- partners are free to select experts by identifying them from the list of various profiles for the 
assignment of professional assignments. 

- the contracts will comply with the requirements of the laws of the state of the contracting partner and 
the relevant community legislation, without any obligation of subordination. 

- the assignment or service will be motivated and will be regulated by a specific contract, in which the 
methods, times and fees for carrying out the same will be established. In any case, once the selected 
expert has been hired by the partner, the remaining Project Partners cannot be held responsible in 
any way for the legal, economic and financial issues that may arise during the performance of the 
activity between the expert and partner contract. 

 
Given that: 

- on 08/08/2020 the first call for short list was published 
- on 03/09/2020 the partners approved the results of the Commission 
- on 07/10/2020 cross border group expressed the need to expand the short lists to select professional 

figures deemed most suitable for the activities of the AIDA project. The reopening of the call aims to 
implement the Short Lists of Experts for the identification, from time to time, in relation to the activities 
and projects to be carried out, the unavailability of internal human resources and the availability of 
financial resources, technical figures and specialists to whom assign any tasks related to the results 
to be achieved within the AIDA project; 

- on 09 October 2020, the tender was re-published on the web portals of the project partners for the 
involvement new artistic profiles for the project activities to be carried out within the AIDA project; 

- for registration purposes, applicants had to declare to be in possession of the requirements set out 
in art. 3 and 4 to the tender and had to submit the application for registration and related attachments 
as specified in art. 5 of the same tender; 

- the existence of the requisites is certified by the experts through self-declaration and the subjects 
admitted to the list may be asked to provide documentation proving that they possess the requisites 
declared in the application and the partners reserve the right to verify the veracity of the data 
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indicated in the application participation and related attachments, and to request supporting 
documents at any time; 

- On 30 October 2020 the partner of the AIDA project have decided to rectify this call in an open short 
list for each figure in the call (without deadline in sending the application) updated every two months, 
publishing the updated lists of experts by the following dates (First update by 15/11/2020; Second 
update by 15/01/2021; Third update by 15/03/2021); 

- The first update was published on November 15, 2020; 
- On January 4, 2021, the AIDA project partners reviewed and approved the new applications 

submitted and updated the short lists; 
- the second update was published on 5 January 
- on March 15, 2021, as per the calendar, the further update will be published. 

3 applications were received: 
1 for Social Media Manager and 2 for artist. 
The Project Partner, after analyze the tenders 

PUBLISH 
the new update of the short lists of valid candidates with the indication of the profile. 

. 
 

SHORT LIST PROFILE A "DESK RESEARCH" 
Surname Name Country of residence 

CIKOPANO ANXHELA ALBANIA 

D'ANGELO MARIA ROSARIA ITALY 

FANELLI ANTONIO ITALY 

KAPO KLEVISA ALBANIA 

LAJKIQ ASTRIT MONTENEGRO 

LELAJ OLSI ALBANIA 

RAGANATO EMANULE ITALY 

SALENTO ANGELO ITALY 

SAVJAC ANA MONTENEGRO 

 
SHORT LIST PROFILE B "DIRECTOR" 

Surname Name Country of residence 

ANDREA EMA ALBANIA 

BRIE CESAR ARGENTINA 

BUCCI ELENA ITALY 

DE GREGORIO ANTONIO ITALY 

GALUPPO GIANMARCO ITALY 

GJECI LEDIAN ALBANIA 
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HINAJ ERION ALBANIA 

GRILLI ALBERTO ITALY 

LEDJAN GIECI ALBANIA 

MUSTAFIC EDINA MONTENEGRO 

PAGLIARA ENZA ITALY 

PEPA EJNXH ALBANIA 

PETRONE RITA ITALY 

PONZETTA MARIA ROSARIA ITALY 

PROVENZANO MARIA CHIARA ITALY 

SABELLI VITTORIO ITALY 

UDOVICHI LENKA CROATIA 

 
SHORT LIST PROFILE C "DRAMMATURG" 

Surname Name Country of residence 

BATTISTA ALDELCHI ITALY 

CAPALIKU STEFAN ALBANIA 

FALZEA GIULIA ITALY 

GIACOMONI JACOPO ITALY 

GUARASCIO CAROL ITALY 

HOXHA JETMIRA MONTENEGRO 

TOMIC NIKOLA MONTENEGRO 

YLLJET ALICKA ALBANIA 
 
 

SHORT LIST PROFILE D "ARTIST" 
Surname Name Country of residence 

ALAJ BASHKIM MONTENEGRO 

BEJLERI ILIRDA ALBANIA 

BISHA ROBERT ALBANIA 

CARECCIA GIORGIO ITALY 

CAUSHI MARGENT ALBANIA 

CHIGA ROBERTO ITALY 
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CHIRICO GIOVANNI ITALY 

COCOZZA GIORGIA ITALY 

DE LUCA ALESSANDRA ITALY 

DEMAJ ARMELA ALBANIA 

DISTANTE GIORGIO ITALY 

DURANTE CARLO ITALY 

FLORIO DIEGO ITALY 

GAETA ALESSANDRA ITALY 

GUCE ANA ALBANIA 

HOXHA LULJETA ALBANIA 

HOXHA JETLIRA MONTENEGRO 

HOXHAJ REFAEL ALBANIA 

HOXHAJ ERMIR ALBANIA 

JUKOVIC  MAIDA MONTENEGRO 

KURTI ZECEVIC ALBANA MONTENEGRO 

LEZZI ELEONORA ITALY 

LLUPA MATIA ALBANIA 

LOCOROTONDO LUANA ITALY 

MINICUCCI SERENA ITALY 

MOFFA GIUSEPPE ITALY 

MOLINO MARCO ITALY 

MORCIANO ELISA ITALIANA 

MUSOLLARI XHINO ALBANIA 

MUSTAFIC EDINA MONTENEGRO 

NEZIRI DENARDO ALBANIA 

NIKA ENEA ALBANIA 

PAGLIARA ENZA ITALY 

PEPE AGNESE ITALY 

PETTI BARBARA ITALY 

PETTI ERIKA ITALY 

PETTI MANUEL ITALY 

PISICCHIO EMANUELA ITALY 

PONZETTA MARIA ROSARIA ITALY 
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PUZZELLO MARCO ITALY 

RIZZELLO  SILVIA ITALY 

SHTEMBLARI ALBA ALBANIA 

SHINO ISAMIL ALBANIA 

TOCE ROERD ALBANIA 

TOPULLI DELJANA ALBANIA 

VINCA ILIRE ALBANIA 

VULIC ANDELKA ITALY 
 
 
 

SHORT LIST PROFILE E "SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGER" 
Surname Name Country of residence 

GOXHAJ SPARTAK ALBANIA 

RIZZELLO  SILVIA ITALY 

TRICARICO ELEONORA ITALY 

 

The names not present in this short list can ask for clarification by writing to: italmeaida493@gmail.com. 


